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Ø  How is it that a pattern of tones & rhythms                                                       
– which is nothing like a person – can be emotional? 

 
Jenefer Robinson tackles this question in this essay,  
–  which appears in her book Deeper than Reason:                                                         

Emotion and its Role in Literature, Music, and Art. 
 
•  “I am assuming that music frequently expresses emotional qualities                             

and qualities of human personality  
–  such as sadness, nobility, aggressiveness, tenderness, and serenity. 

•  I am also assuming that music frequent affects us emotionally:  
–  it evokes or arouses emotions in us. 

 My question is whether there is any connection between these two facts,  
Ø whether…music ever expresses emotion by virtue of arousing emotion. 

Ø Are the grounds on which we attribute the expression of emotion              
to music ever to be identified with [i.e., the same as the grounds              
on which we attribute] the arousal of that same emotion in listeners? 

 
 

 



Robinson begins by cataloging some                   
competing philosophical views about emotions in music.  
 
 

Peter Kivy presents a view that  
•  “…a melody, a rhythm, or a chord expresses a feeling                                  

not because it arouses that feeling in anyone”: 

–  rather, because “it has the same ‘contour’ as expressive 
human behavior of some kind and thus is ‘heard as…
appropriate to the expression of something or other’ 

•  …or it contributes in a particular context                  
to the forming of such an expressive contour” 
–  e.g.: Monteverdi’s Arianna (bit.ly/1HrON3W)  

the titular character’s lament has the same 
‘contour’ as a person weeping 

–  alternatively, “the musical element is expressive by 
virtue of some custom or convention, which originated 
in connection with some expressive contour. 
•  e.g., we all hear a minor triad as ‘sad’                      

because have learned that it is conventional                
to use minor chords for sad music 

 

 



Renée Cox (and others) object that 
•  Kivy makes his case by using examples of 

music accompanied by texts, which can 
instruct us what we’re supposed to hear. 

Ø  Let’s see if we can perceive what a piece of 
music expresses without any knowledge of 
the story it fits into: 

•  from an opera by Henry Purcell:     
bit.ly/1RJ9hpp 

•  from a ballet by Prokofiev (start 21:02): 
bit.ly/1MHKy0u 

 

•  Much music (like jazz) isn’t supposed                
to tell any particular story, 
–  so it is misleading to selectively choose 

examples of highly expressive music from 
works that have an accompanying text, 

–  which allows us to make sense                      
of what we hear as the expression of 
particular emotions. 

 

 

Kratzer, Al. Blue in Green. 



Susanne Langer agrees with Kivy that  

•  emotional qualities exist in the music, and not just in the listeners. 

•  But she argues that “since only the dynamic qualities of anything                 
(including emotional states) can be expressed by music,  
Ø  no particular emotions can be expressed by music,                                             

but only the felt quality of our emotional life and its dynamic development: 

•  “[There] are certain aspects of the so-called "inner life”…                          
which have formal properties similar to those of music  

•  -- patterns of motion and rest, of tension and release, of agreement and 
disagreement, preparation, fulfillment, excitation, sudden change, etc. 
–  [Music] reveals the rationale of feelings, the rhythm and pattern           

of their rise and decline and intertwining, to our minds....” (Langer) 

Robinson comments that  
 

»  “Langer’s theory emphasizes the development of structures of 
feeling throughout a lengthy piece of music [which Kivy ignores], 

»  …but she…ignores the expression                                                  
of particular emotional qualities which Kivy emphasizes. 

•  Each of their views is flawed, Robinson thinks. 



Kendall Walton “proposes that one important way                      
in which music is expressive is by virtue of the fact that  
 

Ø  in listening to music we imagine ourselves introspecting,                                 
being aware of, our own feelings.  

–  As he puts it, we imagine ‘of our actual introspective awareness 
of auditory sensation’[of what we are hearing in the music] that 
‘it is an experience of being aware of our states of mind.’ 

Ø Thus the expressiveness of music has to do with its power   
to evoke certain imaginative emotional experiences.” 
–  i.e., to get us to play make-believe with the music, 

pretending the music captures our own                       
inner experience. 
»  E.g., the makers of Disney’s Fantasia imagined     

that Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring” conveys an          
epic battle between dinosaurs: bit.ly/1NnTubT 

Ø  On this view, music can express particular emotions,  
–  because works can prompt listeners to imagine                 

“particular stabs of pain, particular feelings of ecstasy,     
particular sensations of well-being, etc.” 



Robinson objects that 
•  “in order for me to imagine my awareness of musical 

sounds to be awareness of my feelings,  
Ø  something in the musical sounds                             

must guide my imagination.  

•  However, if the only points of resemblance 
between feelings and sounds                               
are introspectibility and ebb and flow,  

•  then I would suggest that this is insufficient to 
ground an imaginative identification with the two.”  

•  “Moreover, there are striking differences                          
in the two which would seem to preclude any 
such imaginative identification. 

–  In particular, whereas our feelings                 
clearly rise up inside us (as we say),  

–  musical sounds as clear rise up                               
at a distance from us… 

»  it is not obvious to me that                        
we can imagine them as feelings           
welling up inside ourselves.” 

Rochegrosse, Georges Marie. The Lyre Player.  

Picasso, Pablo. (1903)  
The Old Guitarist.  



•  Walton’s view suggests that the music portrays 
or refers to particular emotional qualities     
(like an ecstatic surge, or stab of pain). 

Ø  Robinson asks: why would we imagine these    
to be our emotions, and not someone else’s? 

•  E.g., why would doesn’t “The Rite of Spring” 
just make us aware of the stegosaurus’s     
fear and pain? 

Ø  Also, how does the music allows us to 
distinguish between a stab of pain,                     
a stab of jealousy, and a stab of excitement? 

She explains: 
 

•  “If the music were accompanied by an appropriate 
verbal text, then perhaps it could… 

•  However, in the absence of a text, Walton suggests 
no good reasons for identifying the stabbing in the 
music with a stab of feeling, a stab of pain, or my 
imagined stab or pain (vs yours, or real pain) 



Levinson also proposes that emotional responses to music involve imagination: 
 

•  He assumes that “when a person has a ‘deep emotional response’ to music,            
this is ‘generally in virtue of the recognition of emotions expressed in music,’ 
–  but recognition then leads to a kind of empathic identification: 

•  we ‘end up feeling as, in imagination, the music does.’ 

•  Such empathetic emotional responses to music consist in ‘something very like         
the experience of the emotion expressed in the music’, but not exactly like it. 

–  In both cases [real & imaginary emotion] the physiological [bodily response]    
and affective [feeling] components of the emotion are present, 

–  and in both cases there is cognitive content  
•  [i.e., a belief that something has occurred worth responding to emotionally], 

–  but the ‘empathetic’ response lacks determinate cognitive content: 

•  “When one hears sad music, begins to feel sad,                                                 
and imagines that one is actually sad, 

•  one must, according to the logic of the concept, be imagining 
that there is an object for one's sadness and that one maintains 
certain evaluative beliefs (or attitudes) regarding it.  
•  The point, though, is that this latter imagining                 

generally remains indeterminate.” 



Robinson explains that, on Levinson’s view, 

•  the music makes me “feel sad but my sadness has no determinate object;           
it is directed only to ‘some featureless object posited vaguely by my imagination.’” 

•  E.g., if we “recognize unrequired passion in the music, 
–  I imagine that I am experiencing unrequited passion,  
–  and I actually experience the physiological and affective components      

of unrequited passion.” 

•  But “since I am not really suffering the pangs of unrequited passion,     
and in particular there is no special person for whom I am languishing,” 
–  the resulting emotion is cognitively distinct from a real emotion: 
–  its object is more vague and less determinate. 

Ø  Robinson objects that the physiological and affective components                       
of different emotions are difficult to distinguish from one another. 
–  “The chief difference between unrequited passion, tragic resolve, and angry 

despair is how I view or conceive of the situation”: the cognitive component. 

–  If each emotion does not have a distinctive physiological & affective profile,  
Ø then an imagined emotion which shares the physiological & affective 

components of the real emotion, but not the cognitive content,           
could be a different type of emotion altogether. 



Furthermore, Robinson objects that  
Ø  “[Levinson] fails to tell us how we detect or empathetically feel                          

the unrequited passion in the music. 

–  …If I am right and there are no distinctive affective                        
or physiological components of unrequited passion, 
•  then the obvious way to clarify the nature of music                      

in which we can detect unrequited passion would be to specify 
its cognitive content. 

•  …it would seem that there must be some identifiable   
cognitive content…which is detectable in the music                 
in order to justify the attribution of this particular emotion. 

–  I would suggest that if my response is to count as a response of 
unrequited passion rather than some other emotion,  
•  then I must imagine that there is someone whom I care about 

deeply, that this person does not care deeply about me… 

Ø It is a serious problem for Levinson’s account that  
he does not tell us how such conceptions              
can be embodied in music 
»  and hence how we can either recognize or empathize 

with the corresponding emotion.” 



In later work, Levinson suggests that  
 

•  music can convey cognitive content    
by “convey[ing] a general               
‘sense of intentionality (aboutness)’, 

•  and that the context of a passage         
of music can help to specify its 
conceptual meaning. 

Ø  Robinson finds this unsatisfying: 

•  it is nowhere near explaining 
how we can detect content as 
complex as:  
–  ‘there is someone whom    

I care about deeply,          
and  this person does not 
care deeply about me…’  

•  …necessary to recognize       
the music as conveying 
unrequited passion. 

Renoir, Pierre Auguste. (1892)  
Two Young Girls at the Piano. 



Robinson explains a critique of Levinson by Peter Kivy: 

Ø  “the expression of emotion in music is                                                           
entirely independent of the arousal of that emotion. 

 

Kivy argues that being moved emotionally by a piece of music  
•  is quite unlike “perceiving a particular emotional quality in that piece”,  

–  because recognizing those emotional qualities                                                  
is merely a matter of recognizing conventions,  
•  like that slow melodies in minor keys convey sadness, 
•  while quicker, major key melodies convey happiness. 

•  It can be triggered by “‘the sheer beauty of the sound                                         
as its unfolds in its ebb and flow’” (bit.ly/1MHW9MZ) 

•  and is a real emotion: not an imaginary or quasi-emotion. 

–  Only once our musical knowledge increases may we recognize                       
the cognitive content of the emotion, i.e., what objective feature                     
of the composition is the object of our genuine emotional response. 

–  “…this emotion might be directed at emotional,                                          
expressive qualities in the music, such as sadness, 
Ø but it does not follow that the emotion aroused by the music                          

is the emotion detected in the music.” (17) 

 



Robinson thinks “Kivy is certainly right to claim that  
•  when I am moved by a piece of music,  

–  my emotion may be independent of the emotional qualities,            
if any, that the music happens to have. 

…On the other hand, Kivy has not succeeded in showing that  
•  the expression of emotion by a piece of music is always          

entirely unconnected to the arousal of emotion.” 

Ø  Robinson suggests that “being moved” is                                  
only one type of emotion aroused by music, 

Ø  and “some of [the other emotions aroused] indeed are 
connected to the expressive qualities that music has.” 

–  These emotions, she will explain,                                 
are very basic, primitive ones,  
»  triggered directly by the rhythm, melodies, etc.      

of the music. 

–  She also thinks “Kivy is wrong to insist all the feelings aroused 
by music have to have a complex cognitive component”: 
•  perhaps only ‘being moved’ depends on our cognitive 

response to the music (judging that it is well-composed) 

 



Robinson notes that none of the authors mentioned earlier “has focused on the way in 
which music can directly affect our feelings.” 
 

•  Walton, Levinson, and Kivy all explain emotional responses to music in terms of 
intellectual (cognitive, imaginative) activity on the part of the listener. 
–  “However, some music has the power to affect our feelings                         

without much, if any cognitive mediation. 
–  In particular, music can induce physiological changes                                       

and a certain quality of inner feeling… 
•  Music can make me feel tense or relaxed; it can disturb, unsettle, & startle me; 

it can calm me down or excite me; it can get me tapping my foot,  singing 
along, or dancing; it can maybe lift my spirits & mellow me out.” (18) 

Ø  As Robinson sees it, emotions fall on a spectrum: 
•  at one end the emotion has no cognitive component at all                                      

(e.g. in the innate, automatic startle response), 
•  while at the other, the emotion depends on many complex,                           

culturally-shared ideas (as in unrequited passion) 

»  “…in addition to the sophisticated emotions of appreciation,…
[e.g.] ‘being moved’ by certain perceived aspects of the music, 

»  there are more primitive emotions aroused by music,            
perhaps requiring less cognitive mediation.”  

 



Robinson suggests that  
•  the rhythm of music make evoke non-cognitive emotions                                         

like “tension or relaxation, excitement or calm” 
 

If we are familiar with the style,  
•  melodic and harmonic elements can make us “feel soothed, unsettled,         

surprised, or excited by developments in the music,”        
•  without any need for us to know how the music has that effect on us. 

–  “Music can make me feel disturbed or calm just by perceiving it… 
–  The feeling is a result of a perception and to this extent it has ‘cognitive content’, 
–  but it is not the full-blown cognitive content required for tragic resolve, angry 

despair, or unrequited passion.” 
 

Robinson asserts, “against Kivy’s position,…the expression of a feeling by music        
can sometimes be explained straighforwardly in terms of the arousal of that feeling. 
 

–  However, the feelings aroused ‘directly’ by music are not stabs of pain                 
or feelings of unrequited passion,  

–  but more ‘primitive’ feelings of tension, relaxation, surprise, and so on.” 

Ø The feelings we get from music are simple and minimally cognitive, 
Ø not vague or imaginary versions of cognitively-complex emotions. 

 
 



Nevertheless, Robinson believes that 
•  “the simple feelings ‘directly’ aroused by music                      

can contribute to the imaginative expression                                
of more complex emotions” (19) 

–  This is because the emotional content                                    
of the piece unfolds as “a function of the                           
large-scale formal structure of the piece as a whole. 

–  We cannot understand the expression of                       
complex emotions in music apart from the                
continuous development of the music itself.” 

 

 

She asserts that “emotional expressiveness in music              
frequently corresponds to or mirrors its formal structure. 
 

•  …As I listen to a piece which expresses                             
serenity tinged with doubt,  
–  I myself do not have the feel serenity tinged with doubt, 

•  but the feelings I do experience, such as relaxation        
or reassurance, interspersed with uneasiness,  

•  alert me to the nature of the overall emotional 
expressiveness in the piece of music as a whole.” (20) 

 
 
 

scene from the opera  
Dido & Aeneas 



“On the view I am suggesting, the emotional experience aroused by the music is 
essential to the detection of the emotional expressiveness in the music itself. 
 

•  At the same time, the emotions aroused in me                                                         
are not the emotions expressed by the music. 
–  I feel nervous, tense, and disturbed;  
–  the music expresses cheerful confidence turned to despair” 

We can now see that Levinson & Walton are right to insist on                                       
a connection between the arousal & expression of emotion in music. 
 

•  However, neither of them has succeeded in showing                                           
how music can actually arouse, even in imagination,                                            
the complex emotional states the music sometimes expresses.” 

–  They are right that the listener doesn’t feel exactly what the music expresses. 
•  But that isn’t because the listener’s emotions are merely imaginary,         

or different in cognitive content; 
Ø rather, it’s because what the listener feels are simple,        

noncognitive emotions aroused directly by the music: 
Ø feeling these allows the listener to grasp what the music expresses. 

Ø  Overall, Robinson’s view is that detecting emotions expressed in music need not 
be as intellectually demanding an exercise as other philosophers have suggested. 


